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:}-18m-,$-,=-"1=-+1:-.}-+$-k␣ V$-18m-,$-,=-"1=-+!:-.}-800-.:-#=v$=-0-,m-

#2~-0}8m-+0$-`o-A=-.-9m,->mk␣ #6,-`o-,-#(m=-!8m-,$-,=-"v-D#-800-.-9m,-){k␣

"1=-+!:-.}-;-D#-#m-&-<=-8'v#-%m$-k␣ ;1-`o=-=v-P-%}$-J#-+},-#(m=-,=-<$-A$-

={1=-800-.:-0<+-.8m-@m:-:}kk 

 

Now the scriptures state that the red element flows through the channel of taste, and 
that the white element flows through the solitary channel.  This only means though that 
these are what primarily flow through these channels.  This is because, in addition, both 
the semen and blood elements flow through both channels:  it is stated that a certain 
amount of the white element comes in the blood element, and that for a person 
practicing the path the element of enlightenment flows through all 72, 000 channels. 
 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
 
Meet Your Chakras 
 
The following selection again comes from Je Tsongkapa’s commentary upon the diamond 
recitation— 
 
 
8"}:-;}-,m-Hs#-%{k␣W{-0-cu;-.8m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-8+0-:{-06m-+$-k $m$-#-&}=-<m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-

8+0-0W+-+$-k␣+{8m-#}$-1E m,-.8m-8}#-_p-1{8m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-8+0-#=v1-+$-k 

 
The chakras are six in number.  At the naval is the chakra of emanation, with 64 channel 
petals.  At the heart is the chakra of all things, with eight channel petals.  Above this 
chakra, but below that of the throat, is the chakra of fire, with three channel petals. 
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1E m,-.-;}$=-]}+-<m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-8+0-0%t-Hs#-+$-k *m,-18m-+0v=-Tz$-#m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-8+0-
Hs#-+$-k␣]m-0}-0+{-&{,->m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-8+0-=}-#(m=-.}-%{-0&}1=-,-0W-+$-({:-+]o8}kk 

 

At the throat itself is the chakra of experience, and it has 16 channel petals.  At the point 

between the eyebrows is the chakra of wind, with six channel petals; and at the tip of 

the head is the chakra of great bliss, possessed of 32 channel petals.  The total number of 

channel petals then is 129. 

 

 

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ 

 
 

Why We Name Them So 
 +{-9$-:}-V$-#(m=-<m=-+0v-1-;-8=v+-.8m-1`o+-.-#$-9}+-.-+{-,-P-8"}:-:{-9}+-%m$-k␣$m$- 
#:-1`o+-.-#=v1-:{-+$-#6,-M1=-,-1`o+-.-:{-:{-9}+-;k␣

 

Now in each place where the two side channels—the channel of taste and the solitary 

channel—twist around the central channel and form a knot, there is a chakra there.  At 

the heart there are three knots, and at the other locations one knot each. 

 

 1`o+-131=-,=-A=-.8m-P-8"}:-;-T-9}+-+{k␣]m-0}:-0+{-&{,->m-8"}:-;}k␣k1Em,-.:-
;}$=-]}+-<m-8"}:-;}k␣ k$m$-#:-&}=-<m-8"}:-;}k␣ kW{-0:-du;-.8m-8"}:-;}k k#=$-
#,=-=v-0+{-[}$-#m-8"}:-;}-M1=-=v-9}+-.8m-@m:k 

 

There are five chakras that formed at these junctures where there are knots.  These are 

the chakra of great bliss at the tip of the head; the chakra of experience at the throat; the 
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chakra of all things, at the heart; the chakra of emanation, at the navel; and the chakra of 

sustained bliss, at the secret place. 

 

 P-8+0-#6,-M1=-<m-E$=-0<+-7m,-%m$-k␣#=$-#,=-<m-8"}:-;}-,m-P-8+0-=}-#(m=-9m,-
;k␣ P-8"}:-&u$-0-#=v1-9}+-+{k␣ *m,-131=-,-Tz$-8"}:-P-8+0-Hs#-.-+$-k␣
1E m,-.-+$-$m$-#8m-0:-,-1{-8"}:-P-8+0-#=v1-.-+$-k␣,}:-0v8m-+0v=-,-P-8+0-0W+-.- 
#%m#-M1=-=v-9}+-.8m-@m:k 

 

As for the number of channel petals at each of these chakras, this has been covered 

elsewhere for all but one.  The chakra at the secret place has 32 channel petals.   

 

There are an additional three, minor chakras.  At the point between the eyebrows is the 

chakra of wind, with six channel petals.  Between the throat and the heart is the chakra 

of fire; it has three petals.  And in the middle of the jewel is a chakra with eight petals.  

 

 +{-9$-]m-0}8m-P-8"}:-;-0+{-&{,-> m-8"}:-;}-6{=-0I}+-.8m-Wv-13,-9}+-+{k␣0+{-08m-K{,-\o,- 
+-W-0v8m-A$-={1=-]m-0}:-#,=-.8m-Wv-13,->m=-+{-W:-0I}+-.8m-@m:k 

 

Now there is a specific reason why we refer to the chakra at the tip of the head as the 

“chakra of great bliss”: it’s because the foundation of bliss, the element of 

enlightenment which is similar to the kunda, is located at the head’s center tip. 

 

 1E m,-.8m-P-8"}:-;-;}$=-]}+-<m-8"}:-;}-6{=-0I}+-.8m-Wv-13,-9}+-+{k␣ :}-Hs#-;-;}$=-
]}+-.8m-#,=-1E m,-.-9m,-.8m-Wv-13,-> m=-+{-W:-0I}+-.8m-@m:k 
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There is also a reason why we call the chakra of the throat “chakra of experience”: it’s 

because the throat is where we experience the six divisions of flavor. 

 

 
$m$-#8m-P-8"}:-;-&}=-<m-8"}:-;}-6{=-0I}+-.8m-Wv-13,-9}+-+{k␣ &}=-<m-P-0-<m,-_p-J-08m-
Tz$-={1=-<m-K{,-1m-<m#=-.8m-*m#-;{-$m$-#:-#,=-.8m-Wv-13,-> m=-+{-W:-0I}+-.8m-@m:k 

 

The chakra at the heart then is spoken of as the “chakra of all things” because the very 

root of all existing things—the indestructible drop, which serves as the foundation for 

the extremely subtle forms of inner wind and mind—is located here at the heart. 

 

 W{-08m-P-8"}:-;-cu;-.8m-8"}:-;}-6{=-0I}+-.8m-Wv-13,-9}+-+{k␣0+{-0-&{,-.}-cu;-.-%{- 
[{-08m-#6m-#_p1-1}8m-1{-#2~-0}:-W{-0:-#,=-.8m-Wv-13,->m=-+{-W:-0I}+-08m-@m:k␣ 

 

The chakra at the navel next is called the “chakra of emanation” because the navel is the 

primary place where the flame of the inner fire resides; and it is this inner fire which 

provides the foundation for the arisal or “emanation” of the great bliss. 

 

 #=$-#,=-<m-P-8"}:-;-0+{-[}$-#m-8"}:-;}-6{=-0I}+-.8m-Wv-13,-9}+-+{k␣ ;v#=-8Av$-
;v#=-X}#-#m-[,-[{=-<m-0+{-0-#2~-0}:-#=$-#,=-,=-[}$-08m-Wv-13,->m=-+{-W:-0I}+-.8m-
@m:k 

 

Finally, the chakra at the secret place is referred to as the “chakra of sustained bliss” 

because the secret place is the primary location at which we sustain the experience of 

simultaneous bliss in both the forward and reverse orders. 

 

 

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ 
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The Most Crucial Knot to Loosen 
 

The following is excerpted from Master Chone Drakpa Shedrup’s Book to Please Those with 

the Core of Goodness. 

 

 P-+{-M1=-9m,-0&r=-<m-3u;->m=-:}-V$-+0v-1-#=v1-;-8`o-0-1m,-9$-k␣ P-08m-+0$-`o-A=-
,-+{-#=v1- ò-8`o-0-9m,-;k 

 

When we describe the chakras within our presentation of the three major channels—the 

channel of taste, the solitary channel, and the central channel—you shouldn’t think that 

it’s because the chakras are considered these channels.  Rather, we present the chakras 

within these channels because the chakras too are major components of the inner body. 

 

 P-#=v1->m-,$-,=-+0v-1-#2~-0}-9m,-){k␣ :}-V$-#(m=-<m-Tz$-+0v-1:-bo#=-#,=-*m1-
#=v1-A=-.-;-0K{,-,=-[,-[{=-<m-9{-<{=-8&:-0-=}#=-9m,-.8m-@m:k 

 

Of these three major channels, by the way, the central channel is further considered 

primary.  This is because experiences such as where simultaneous wisdom makes its 

appearance in our mind are founded upon the way in which the inner winds of the two 

side channels—the channel of taste and the solitary channel—enter, stay, and dissolve 

into the central channel. 

 

 +0v-18m-9,-1,-#(m=-;=-$m$-#8m-+0v-18m-P-8"}:-#2~-0}-9m,-){k␣#6m-;-M1-<{=-+$-.}:-
8'v#-.-+$-0:-`o-#,=-.-+$-1*:-8/}-0-#=v1-$m$-#-,=-A{+-%m$-k␣ ;1-`o=-=v-+.{-+},-
> m-8}+-#=;-8&:-08m-#,=-<$-$m$-#8m-+0v-18m-,$-9m,-.8m-@m:-){k 
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Along the entire length of this central channel—up and down it—the chakra of the 

central channel at the heart is the main one.  This is first of all because—in the natural 

condition of things—the heart is where the consciousness at the very beginning first 

enters; and where it resides during the interim of our life; and from where, in the end, 

the consciousness moves on.  

 

Secondly, this chakra is primary because—in the condition of things as they are for a 

person engaged in spiritual practice—it is within the central channel at the heart where 

both the approximate and actual forms of the clear light make their appearance.    
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◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ 

 
 

The Way at the Heart is Blocked 
 

More from Je Rinpoche’s book on the diamond recitation: 
 

 +{-W:-+0v-18m-P-1`o+-M1=-<m-,$-,=-<m,-_p-8A{+-+!8-0-,m-$m$-#8m-P-1`o+-9m,-){k␣ Wv+-
L}:-J{$-;=k␣$m$-#8m-.]8m-)z0=-1"8-;k␣k9{-<{=-L}-I{-K#-_p-0bo#=k␣k%{$-8}#-
9$-+#-0K,-,=-,mk␣ kN}#-+$-*v:-={;-Wv-0:-A{+k␣ k+{-;8$-+A{-0:-+!8-0-9mk␣
k+0v=-=v-1`o+-.-#=v1->m=-+Cm=k␣k+{-9m=-*v:-={;-0%}1-A=-.=k␣k%{$-`o-8E }-0-*}0-
1m-Nm+k 

 

Of all the different knots on the central channel, the one which is extremely difficult to 

release is the one at the heart.  As the secret text called the String of Diamonds puts it, 

 

The Diamond of Wisdom 

Stays forever 

In the sky of that tiny space 

Within the lotus of the heart. 

 

The wind of life 

And the downward-clearing wind 

Run their courses 

Based entirely upon those 

Which are above and below. 

 

There as well, at the center, 

Is it enwrapped 

By three knots, 
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Opened only with difficulty. 

 

These destroy 

The downward-clearing one, 

And make it impossible 

For the other to succeed 

In its upward journey. 

 

 %{=-+$-k␣␣
k%{$-1-M1=-<$-*v:-`o-8E }-k␣
kN}#-#m=-:0-_p-0%}1-,-9$-k␣
k+{-+#-M1=-<$-N}#-P8m-,$-k␣␣
kbo#=-,=-*v:-`o-"-0W=-.k␣␣
k+{-+#-*v:- ò-1m-8E}-%{k␣␣
k1-:m#-1`o+-.=-0%m$=-.-,k␣␣
6{=-#=v$=-=}kk 

 

So too it says, 

 

Those above would travel down, 

But this one by the life 

Is utterly destroyed. 

 

These are already positioned 

In the channel of life, 

And down they look. 

 

But they cannot travel down, 

For they are fettered 
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By the knot of ignorance. 

 

 +{-;-F$-.-+$-.}-#(m=-<m-+},-,m-8&+-.:-8>v:-;k␣%{$-8}#-#m-,m-$m$-#8m-8"}:-;}8m-%{$-;-
0K{,-,=-N}#-84n,-+$-k␣8}#-#m-P-;-0K{,-,=-*v:-={;-Wv8}kk 

 

The first two lines here [four in the English] will be covered later on in our presentation.  

The words “these which are above and below” refer to the channels above the heart 

chakra—those upon which the life-holding wind is based for its flow; and to the 

channels below this chakra—those upon which the downward—clearing wind is based 

for its flow. 

 

 
$m$-#8m-.]-+{-;8$-8"}:-;}-+{8m-+0v=-=v-P-+0v-1-;-:}-V$-#(m=-<m=-#9=-#9},-,=-1`o+-
.-#=v1-> m=-+Cm=-,=-#,=-=}k␣k1`o+-.-+{-,m-<m,-_p-+A{-0:-+!8}kk 

 

“There as well”—meaning at the lotus of the heart, “at the center” of this chakra—is the 

central channel “enwrapped by the three knots” of the two side channels, the channel of 

taste and the solitary channel, coming in from the right and the left.  The knots thus 

created are “opened only with difficulty.” 

 

 1`o+-.-+1-.}-+{-9m=-8}#-,=-*v:-={;-$m$-#8m-+0v-18m-,$-,=-%{$-`o-8E }-08m-A-0-0%}1-.=-
){-0!#-.=k Tz$-+{-;-;1-+{-,=-%{$-`o-8E}-1m-ao=-=}kk 

 

These tight knots “destroy”—that is prevent—the capacity of “the downward-clearing” 

wind to travel, from its position below, upwards through the central channel at the 

heart.  Which is to say, this particular wind is then unable to move upwards inside the 

central channel. 
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+{-06m,-`o-N}#-84n,-;-=}#=-.8m-%{$-#m-Tz$-M1=-<$-N}#-P8m-,$-`o-bo#=-){-"-*v:-`o-0W=-
){-8E }-1}+-<$-k␣ #:-0<+-.8m-;1-+{-,=-bo#=-,=-*v:-`o-8E }-1m-ao=-){k␣ +{-,=-N}#-
#m=-){-N}#-Tz$-8}#-_p-8E }-08m-A-0-0%}1-.8m-@m:-){k␣:}-V$-#m-1`o+-.=-+1-.:-0%m$=-.8m-
@m:-:}kk␣

 
In this same way, the life-holding wind and other winds located “above” the heart 

chakra are ready, “positioned already in the channel of life” and looking “downwards,” 

for they “would travel” this way.  “But” even though they have entered this same path 

that was mentioned before, “they cannot travel downwards” within it. 

 

And this is because “this one” journey downwards “by the life”—meaning by the life 

wind—is utterly destroyed, for this wind is tightly “fettered by the knot” formed by the 

channel of taste and the solitary channel. 

 

 

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ 

 
 
Aham 
 

 +{=-,-Wv+-+{-(m+-;=k␣␣
k0+#-%{=-A-08m-a-9m-K{,k␣␣
k#$-#m=-9$-+#-<{=-.-9m=k␣␣
kNm+-.:-8&m$-08m-13,-(m+-,mk  
?->Z-8"}:-08m-8&m$-0-9mk␣␣
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k+{-,m-9}$=-7+-E};-08}k 

 

This same tantra, The String of Diamonds, says— 

 

Any person who truly grasps 

The basis that lies below 

The word that stands for “me”, 

 

Aham, the very thing 

that chains us to 

This life of pain, 

 

Will free themselves 

From the fetters 

Of this suffering wheel. 

 

 6{=-?->Z-6{=-.-$81-0+#-#}-6{=-.8m-a8m-+},-9}$=-=v-<{=-,-8"}:-08m-8&m$-0-#%}+-.:-
0<+-;k 

 

What this is saying is that if we comprehend, completely, the true meaning of the word 

aham—the word for “me” or “myself”—then we will be able to free ourselves from the 

chains of this cycle of pain. 

 

 9$-+{-(m+-;=k␣?->Z-+$-K;-[{=-0v-,mk␣kP-0-&+-.8m-<m$-06m,-,}k 6{=-+{8m-+},-<{=-.-
+$-K;-08m-[{=-0v-,m-P-0-:v;-08m-<m$-W:-#=v$=-,=k 

 

The same text says— 

 

A person who lacks aham 
Is like a tree that has lost 
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Its roots, 

 

meaning that a person who lacks any understanding of what this term means is like a 

tree whose roots have rotted away. 

 

 ?-,m-N}#-#m-Tz$-`o-0<+k␣ k+{-06m,-*v:-={;-> Z-`o-0I}+k␣ k+{-#(m=-#%m#-_p->v:-.-,k␣
k+{-,m-?->Z-6{=-A:-E#=kk 

 

And then it says— 

 

A is explained 

As meaning the wind of life, 

While ham refers to 

The downward-clearing wind. 

 

And when these two 

Have become as one, 

Well then we say 

Aham. 
 

 6{=-N}#-*v:-#(m=-#%m#-_p-0N{-0:->v:-.-,m-8+m8m-;v#=-<m=-$m$-#8m-P-1`o+-E };-08m-#,=- 
+{:-0N{-0-9m,-.=-$m$-#8m-1 ò+-.-+A{-+!8-0=-N}#-*v:-8H{:-1-0%t#-.-+$-k␣ 8H{=-,-
8H{=-;v#=-'m-W:-8}$-+$-k1`o+-.-+{-8A{+-.8m-#+1=-.8m-#,+-M1=-<{=-.-,m-<m,-_p-#;-
&{8}kk 

 

What this is saying is that we seek to mix the life-holding wind and the downward-

clearing wind together.  The place where this has to happen though, in this particular 

system, is the very spot at the heart where we are trying to open the knot.  As this heart 
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knot is particularly “difficult to open,” it prevents these two winds from mixing 
together. 
 
It is critically important that we learn how the two winds mix with each other when 
they are allowed to do so and that we obtain the crucial points of the instruction on how 
to release this particular knot.   
 
 

◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ ◊ 
 
Work Then with the Winds 
 
An excerpt from the first Changkya Rinpoche’s A Presentation of the Channels, Winds and 
Drops: 
 
kTz$-#m-M1-06#-;-0K{,-,=-(1=-;{,->m-#,+-<{=-3u;-,mk␣ #=;-a},-;=k␣ #:-0<+-.-

W:-:$-06m,->m-K}#-.-#9}-1m-#9}-.8m-831=-=v-%}$-.-0-6m-8&:-0-<{=-,=-:m1-.-+{-W:-Wv+-;-[{+-

.8m-@ m:- ò-L}:-0S=-;-=}#=-.8m-N};-P};-0"}1-+#}=-.:-<{=-.-,mk␣ Tz$-0<+-.-;-K{,-,=-

(1=-;{,->m-#,+-<{=-.-R-,-1{+-.8}k 

 
Suppose we do learn about the inner winds. How then shall we actually practice with 
them? Here there are a few crucial points you need to know. 
 
As the Lamp of Illumination puts it,  
 

You need to learn to reach that 
Dividing line, the place between 

Where the misperceptions of reality 
Are stirring and stopped. 

This is where the four forms of emptiness 
Make their appearance. 

Once you grasp this fact, you want 


